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ABSTRACT
The mechanical properties of serpentinites are key factors in our understanding of the
dynamics of earthquake ruptures in subduction zones, especially intermediate-depth earthquakes. Here, we performed shear rupture experiments on natural antigorite serpentinite,
which showed that friction reaches near-zero values during spontaneous dynamic rupture
propagation. Rapid coseismic slip (>1 m/s), although it occurs over short distances (<1 mm),
induces significant overheating of microscale asperities along the sliding surface, sufficient
to produce surface amorphization and likely some melting. Antigorite dehydration occurs in
the fault walls, which leaves a partially amorphized material. The water generated potentially
contributes to the production of a low-viscosity pressurized melt, explaining the near-zero
dynamic friction levels observed in some events. The rapid and dramatic dynamic weakening in serpentinite might be a key process facilitating the propagation of earthquakes at
intermediate depths in subduction zones.
INTRODUCTION
Serpentinites are formed by hydrothermal
alteration of upper mantle ultramafic rocks, and
they are found in several key tectonic environments (Hirth and Guillot, 2013). In subduction
zones, the presence of antigorite (the high-pressure polymorph of serpentine minerals) has been
inferred along the subducting interface (e.g.,
Deschamps et al., 2013) and is often considered
to be the host rock of intermediate-depth earthquakes (e.g., Hacker et al., 2003).
A precise knowledge of the mechanical
properties of antigorite during dynamic rupture propagation, and especially of the associated microscale deformation mechanisms, is
therefore essential to understand the dynamics
of earthquake ruptures along major intermediate-depth seismogenic faults. Early laboratory
investigations (Reinen et al., 1994; Moore et
al., 1997) showed that antigorite is frictionally
stable, i.e., velocity-strengthening, when tested
under typical subduction zone conditions and
slip rates comparable to tectonic plate velocities.
However, recent studies have provided evidence
that antigorite weakens significantly, with coefficients of friction as low as 0.1 (Hirose and
Bystricky, 2007; Kohli et al., 2011; Proctor et
al., 2014), when deformed at slip rates comparable to those inferred during earthquake slip
(several cm/s and above). Such weakening has
commonly been interpreted as the macroscopic
manifestation of a process called flash heating
(e.g., Rice, 2006), which, in the case of hydrous
minerals such as serpentines, arises from the
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thermal dehydration reaction into talc, olivine,
and water at microscale asperities along the frictional interface (Kohli et al., 2011; Proctor et
al., 2014).
However, all our current knowledge is based
on friction experiments performed exclusively
under imposed, constant slip rate conditions, and
the precise impact of the observed weakening
on the dynamics of rupture remains to be determined. In addition, flash heating mechanisms
remain poorly constrained by the existing laboratory tests, which are run for slip distances of at
least several tens of centimeters (Proctor et al.,
2014), i.e., several orders of magnitudes larger
than the typical size of surface asperities. As a
result, the early stage of dynamic friction (the
first few tens of microns of slip), which provides
a key control on rupture dynamics (Brantut and
Rice, 2011), is yet to be determined.
We performed stick-slip experiments in sawcut samples of natural antigorite under triaxial
stress conditions (i.e., for principal stresses such
that s2 = s3 < s1) at confining pressures of s3
= 30 and 95 MPa (resulting in fault-normal
stresses of up to >200 MPa, i.e., much higher
than allowed in a typical rotary shear apparatus). Individual stick-slip events are spontaneous
dynamic slip instabilities similar to earthquake
ruptures (Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Johnson and
Scholz, 1976), and hence they allow us to test
directly how the frictional properties of antigorite impact rupture dynamics. A network of
piezoelectric transducers was positioned around
the simulated fault, allowing measurements of
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rupture speed (Passelègue et al., 2013), while
the dynamic shear stress evolution was measured using an amplified full-bridge strain gauge
recorded at 10 MHz (Passelègue et al., 2014).
METHODS
The material chosen for this study was
an antigorite-rich serpentinite from Corsica
(France), taken from the same block as the one
used by Gasc et al. (2011). It is mostly composed of Mg-rich antigorite, with an Fe/(Fe +
Mg) ratio of ~0.03 (measured using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy). Minor traces of Fe
and Ni oxides preexist in the rock, located along
foliation planes.
Two cylindrical samples of 40 mm diameter
and 90 mm length were cored along the same
direction from the block, and then saw-cut at 30°
from their long axis. The saw-cut surfaces were
roughened with coarse sandpaper (grit number
#240, ~50 mm roughness), using ethanol to avoid
frictional heating during the process.
A 350 W full-bridge strain gauge was bonded
on the side of the sample, as close as possible
to the saw-cut plane (Fig. DR1 in the GSA
Data Repository1). The orientation of the strain
gauge bridge was chosen so that the bridge
would record the net differential stress s1 – s3.
The sample was then placed in a nitrile jacket
equipped with 14 piezoelectric transducers. The
geometry of the sensor array is shown in Figure DR1.
The samples were placed into a triaxial
deformation apparatus (e.g., Brantut et al., 2011).
Stick-slip events were produced by imposing a
constant shortening rate on the sample, equivalent to a net slip rate of 8 mm/s across the saw cut.
The signals from the piezoelectric transducers
were recorded, unamplified, with a 10 MHz digital oscilloscope. The signal from the strain gauge
was amplified and recorded using two dedicated
oscilloscope channels. The voltage measured
from the amplified strain gauge was calibrated
1
GSA Data Repository item 2016197, description
of the method used to estimate rupture speed, and
supplementary figures, is available online at www
.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2016.htm, or on request from
editing@geosociety.org.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We observed a total of five stick-slip events in
the test performed at 95 MPa confining pressure
and 13 stick-slip events in the test performed at
30 MPa confining pressure. The events initiated
at relatively high shear stress (friction coefficients ranging from 0.65 up to 1.03) and produced displacements ranging from 30 mm up to
1.03 mm (Fig. 1A; Fig. DR2), which correspond
to equivalent moment magnitudes ranging from
Mw -3.9 to Mw -2.9. The events systematically
generated high-amplitude acoustic emissions
(Fig. DR3), and we estimate rupture speeds
ranging from 3.5 km/s (sub-Raleigh) up to 6.5
km/s (supershear, near P-wave speed). During
each event, the local stress measured near the
fault plane dropped rapidly over a time period
of the order of a few tens of microseconds (Fig.
1B). The magnitude of the initial dynamic stress
drop was generally comparable to the initial

shear stress measured immediately prior to the
event. For eight of the 18 events recorded in
our experiments, the dynamic stress drop was
nearly equal to the initial stress, indicating a
total strength loss and effectively a momentarily frictionless motion across the interface.
By contrast, the static stress drop (as recorded,
at a rate of 1 Hz, on the external measurement
of axial stress; see Fig. 1A) was much less than
the dynamic stress drop, by around a factor of
2. An example of a full stress-time record is
given in Figure DR4, which shows that the final
stress immediately after rupture remained close
to the minimum dynamic stress level, and that
the increase to the “long-term” static value (as
recorded by our external stress measurement)
occurred over much larger time scales than those
of the rupture events.
In addition, for some of the large events
(numbers 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 1B), a second rapid
stress drop was also observed at ~180 ms after
the first stress drop, indicating a second dynamic
rupture. Such secondary ruptures might originate
from reflections on the sample-piston interfaces
of the strong elastic waves generated by the first
main rupture; we therefore only discuss here the
characteristics of the first rupture events.
From the measured minimum dynamic
stress, and assuming a constant confining pressure during sliding, an estimate for the minimum
dynamic friction coefficient can be computed.
Concurrently, the peak slip rate can be estimated from two independent quantities. First,
we use the dynamic stress drop Dtdyn (computed
from the change in the resolved dynamic shear
stress), which is known to scale with the peak
slip rate (Johnson and Scholz, 1976; Brune,
1970) following
v ≈ vr
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Figure 1. Stick-slip events during antigorite friction at a confining pressure of 95 MPa. A:
Resolved shear stress as a function of slip displacement along the simulated fault in antigorite.
Dashed lines correspond to stick-slip events, during which stress drops and slip is too rapid
to be captured by low-frequency (1 Hz) recording of data. B: Records of resolved dynamic
shear stress changes during each stick-slip event, recorded at 10 MHz from a strain gauge
bridge positioned near the fault. Numbers and colors correspond to the events marked in A.
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where vr is the rupture speed, G is the shear modulus, and n is Poisson’s ratio of the rock. Second, we use the measured total slip (d) over the
weakening time (tw, measured from the dynamic
stress measurement as the time interval from
peak to minimum stress) and estimate the slip
rate as v ≈ d/tw, which is an upper bound for the
average slip rate (since only a fraction of the
total slip occurs during the weakening phase).
Both estimates demonstrate that the dynamic
friction coefficient decreases dramatically and
reaches near-zero values with increasing slip
rate (Fig. 2), indicating a very strong velocityweakening behavior over slip displacements of
less than a few tenths of a millimeter at most.
Furthermore, a plot of the dynamic friction
coefficient as a function of the initial resolved
shear stress prior to rupture (Fig. DR5) shows
that dynamic friction decreases dramatically with
increasing initial shear stress. In other words,
events that occurred at high stresses tended to
produce more complete dynamic stress drops.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations of the slip surfaces after the experiments revealed the presence of a highly porous,
foam-like material that formed flow structures
aligned with the direction of slip (Figs. 3A and
3B). These surface textures were found pervasively on the sliding surface, although a precise
quantitative estimate of the actual surface area
they covered was not possible due to the high
level of magnification required to detect them.
By contrast, the surface texture observed in a
sample deformed under similar pressure conditions, but unloaded before any stick-slip event
occurred, did not show any foam-like or flow
structures, only grooving and grain size reduction (Fig. DR6).
The matrix also contains micron- to submicron-sized Fe-oxide angular clasts (light gray/
white particles in Figs. 3A and 3B). In order to
gain further insights into the internal structure
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and converted into differential stress by matching
the measured axial load during the elastic loading
stage at the beginning of each experiment (prior
to the onset of frictional sliding).
The resolved shear and normal stresses on
the fault plane were computed from both the
static stress (from the externally measured axial
load) and the dynamic in situ stress (from the
strain gauges), and the friction coefficient was
computed from those resolved stresses (transient
changes in the fault-normal stress were therefore
accounted for). Transient changes in confining
pressure were neglected, which is justified by
the relatively high compliance of the confining
medium.
The rupture speed during stick-slip events
was estimated using the methodology given by
Passelègue et al. (2013), which uses the array
of piezoelectric transducers to track the rupture
front arrival time (see the GSA Data Repository).
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Figure 2. Estimate of dynamic friction as a
function of slip rate. Open symbols correspond to slip rates estimated from ratio of
total slip and weakening time, and filled symbols correspond to slip rates estimated from
rupture speed multiplied by ratio of dynamic
stress drop and modified shear modulus.
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where T0 is the ambient temperature in the surrounding rock (here assumed to be room temperature), tc is the shear strength of the asperity,
rC is the heat capacity, equal to 2.49 MPa/°C
for antigorite, t is time, and ath (= 1.04 mm2/s)
is the thermal diffusivity of antigorite (Rempel
and Weaver, 2008). The strength tc was estimated from the product of the friction coefficient and the constant normal stress given as a
function of the Moh hardness H as 0.123 × H2.3
GPa (Beeler et al., 2008). The friction coefficient
involved in the computation of tc is a local one
at the asperity contact; following Bowden and
Tabor (1964), this local friction coefficient is
considered equal to the macroscopic measured
friction. Here, we used the average of the friction coefficients measured immediately prior to
stick-slip events in all our experiments, which is
0.86. Based on an average hardness H = 3.75 for
antigorite (cf. http://www.mindat.org database),
the computed asperity shear stress is thus tc =
2.2 GPa. From the temperature evolution with
time Ta(t), we computed the reaction progress
x from first-order kinetics as
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Ta ( t ) = T0 + ( τ c v ) / (ρC ) t / ( πα th ),

where k(T) is the thermally activated kinetic
parameter of the dehydration reaction, given as
k(T) = Aexp(–Ea/RT), A ≈ 6.55 × 1012/s, and Ea
≈ 255 kJ/mol (Gualtieri et al., 2012). The extent
of the reaction was estimated from Equation 3 at
either end of the asperity lifetime, given by Da/v
for an asperity of size Da sliding at constant slip
rate v, or, if it came first, at the onset of melting,
using a prospective melting point taken as 990
°C, which is the average solidus temperature
for a wet basic rock assemblage at pressures
between 0.2 and 3 GPa (Iwamori, 1998).
For slip rates above 1 m/s, which is a lower
bound for the peak slip rate achieved during
most of the stick-slip events, the computed reaction progress (Fig. 4) remains negligible, and
the asperity contacts are expected to melt before
dehydration occurs. This result is consistent with
our SEM and TEM observations, and it indicates
that the amorphous foam-like matrix is likely
a frozen melt. In that hypothesis, the observed
micro- and nanopores and bubbles in the matrix
could originate from the rapid degassing of the
hydrous melt formed from antigorite, a process
similar to that observed during high-pressure
shock melting of hydrous phases (Lambert and
Lange, 1984). Whether or not the amorphization
of antigorite originates from a melting process,
its relatively lower water content compared to
the intact material is clear evidence for the loss
of structural water through a devolatilization
process. The amorphization allows free water
to form, which may contribute to the dynamic
weakening by either generating a local fluid
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of the surface matrix, an ultrathin section was
fabricated across the slip surface, perpendicular
to the direction of slip, using a focused ion beam
(FIB). Transmission electron microscope (TEM)
analysis of the section (Fig. 3C) shows a clear
distinction between the foam-like matrix, which
contains Fe-oxide clasts (observed as darker
grains), and the underlying intact antigorite. The
thickness of the matrix layer is of the order of
1 to 3 μm, and a strong gradient in porosity is
observed from the bottom of the layer, which
contains only small pores or bubbles (of a few
tens of nanometers at most), to the top of the
layer (i.e., at the sliding interface), where large
(up to several hundreds of nanometers) and
numerous pores are observed. Near the interface
with the intact antigorite, the matrix contains
fragments of deformed antigorite (Fig. 3D),
whereas no such fragments could be detected
near the sliding interface. Selected area electron

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to test whether the transformation
of antigorite into olivine and talc or enstatite is
at all possible during the stick-slip events, we
computed an estimate of the reaction progress
at the asperity contacts using the framework of
flash heating (Rice, 2006; Rempel and Weaver,
2008) and laboratory-derived kinetics (Gualtieri
et al., 2012).
Initially assuming negligible reaction progress, the temperature Ta along asperity contacts
during sliding at constant slip rate v is given by
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Figure 3. Micro- and nanostructures along
the slip surface. A–B: Scanning electron
microscope backscattered-electron observation showing (A) a sheared asperity, and
(B) coating foam-like matrix and Fe-oxide
clasts (white patches) underneath the surface. C: Transmission electron microscope
(TEM) image of focused ion beam (FIB) section cut perpendicular to slip surface. Arrows
indicate limit between amorphized matrix
and intact material. Pores/bubbles appear in
light gray. D: High-resolution TEM image of
coating matrix near interface with intact antigorite. A fragment of antigorite (a) is present,
in which Bragg fringes indicate lattice distortion. E: Selected area electron diffraction
pattern of the matrix, showing diffusion rings
indicative of an amorphous matrix as well as a
number of diffraction spots revealing crystalline grains within section thickness.

t

ξ ( t ) = 1 − exp (− ∫κ {T ( t ′ )} dt '),

Reaction progress

diffraction patterns indicate that the matrix is
mostly amorphous (Fig. 3E) and has nanometersized crystals embedded, as shown by the faint
spots in the diffraction pattern. We found no
clear evidence for the presence of any of the
known dehydration reaction products of antigorite (recrystallized olivine, enstatite, or talc),
which indicates that the dehydration reaction
occurred too fast for the conventional mineral
reaction products to recrystallize significantly in
these samples. Complementary analysis using
X-ray powder diffraction on the collected surface gouge confirmed that, if they are present,
the potential reaction products of antigorite
remain below the detection limit, while the
amorphous material is clearly detected (Fig.
DR7). Moreover, the average elementary composition of the foam-like matrix, analyzed with
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy under
the SEM, was found to be depleted in oxygen
compared to the initial composition of the intact
antigorite (Fig. DR8), which indicates an overall
lower content in structural water.
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Figure 4. Estimated maximum reaction extent
at asperity contacts as a function of slip rate.
For a given asperity size Da, reaction extent is
first limited by asperity lifetime and increases
with increasing slip rate, up to a critical velocity, beyond which it becomes limited by 990
°C isotherm, where we assume the contact
melts. Dotted lines correspond to computed
reaction extents greater than 1%, above which
latent of heat of reaction (neglected here)
should contribute significantly.
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pressure, or, in the case of melting, dramatically
decreasing the viscosity of the melt.
Our micro- and nanostructural observations
show that devolatilization occurred in a thin
layer around the sliding surface, while intact
material was found directly in contact with
this layer. An order-of-magnitude estimate of
the thermal gradient can be found assuming
that the top layer is at the melting temperature
of 990 °C, and using a heat diffusion length
of α th × t w ≈ 4.5 mm (using a heat diffusivity ath = 1 mm2/ms and a weakening time tw =
20 ms): The resulting gradient is of the order
of 200 °C/mm. At a distance of 2 mm from the
melt layer, the temperature is therefore less than
600 °C, which is compatible with the presence
of stable antigorite.
Our results show that the onset of dynamic
slip in antigorite is governed by the partial
amorphization or melting, and devolatilization of structural water at microscale asperity
contacts. The overall mechanical behavior is
strongly velocity weakening and so is qualitatively consistent with the theory of flash heating
(Rice, 2006; Beeler et al., 2008). The conventional dehydration reaction into olivine and talc
or enstatite is likely too slow to prevent melting
at asperity contacts, but devolatilization occurs
off the sliding surface, leaving a partially amorphized material. This process is similar to that
observed during high-pressure shock melting of
hydrous phases (Lambert and Lange, 1984). The
release of water potentially contributes to the
near-zero dynamic friction by either decreasing
the melt viscosity, hydrous melts being generally
much less viscous than anhydrous melts of the
same composition (e.g., Hui and Zhang, 2007),
or increasing the local pore fluid pressure, if
free water forms as bubbles in the slipping zone
(Fig. 3; see also Proctor et al., 2014).
The large slip, stress drops, and high rupture
speeds recorded during the stick-slip events in
antigorite show that this mineral does not constitute a barrier to earthquake ruptures, but it
may in fact facilitate earthquake propagation.
While the early stages of slip are marked by
dramatic weakening by flash amorphization or
melting, coupled with devolatilization near the
slip surface, the later stages (for slip larger than
a few centimeters) are likely to be affected by
bulk dehydration (Hirose and Bystricky, 2007;
Kohli et al., 2011; Proctor et al., 2014) and the
resulting thermo-chemical pressurization (Brantut et al., 2010). As a result, the shear resistance
of antigorite is likely near zero during seismic
slip, if a high enough background stress can be
accumulated across the fault prior to rupture (as
in the case of our experiments, see Fig. 2; Fig.
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DR5). These weakening mechanisms operative
at high slip rates in antigorite provide an explanation for the occurrence of large intermediate-depth earthquakes, which are considered to
originate and propagate through serpentine-rich
layers in subduction zones.
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